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Welcome!
Indie is an online magazine dedicated to the

independent author and artist community. It features

opening chapters, short stories, poetry, as well as

advice, non fiction articles and interviews. Here, there

is something for every reader, and you're able to

support a large amount of creators.

This issue is on Fantasy, ranging from urban

contemporary to historical, so there's something for

everyone.

I hope you enjoy your read, and discover some

amazing new talents as you do so.

Created by Alexandra Killworth

Instagram: @alexandra_killworth

Facebook: Alexandra Killworth

Twitter: @alex_killworth

cover art by lukas thelin
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Creative Writing
Featuring:

Batara Stories
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Laura Mae



The world of Batara concists of two continents and
several islands. The people of this world have limited

contact with each other. Most of them are separated by
mountains, deserts or oceans. And a different tongue

can be difficult to understand.

Through these short stories I will explore what makes
these nations unique in various times through Batarian

history.

Stories from Batara
short stories by Robin Krosby

Stories from Ruunmark - Darkness of Winter

The sunshine tasted sour. Martin
approached as the sun slowly
rose from the mountain in the
east and hit his face with weak
rays. I am glad to see you but
why leave us so soon?  He
turned to his men standing
behind him inside the entrance
to the West-neck silver mine and
let out a sigh that turned to smoke in the cold air. Most of the men working
here had already went home for the winter, just a few of them had stayed
behind. The snows had come upon them sooner than normal and they had
not been able to prepare as well as they should. This year they had been
forced to work in the short days, as the the nights were spent in hiding.

“We have one hour of sunlight, make it count” Martin said, covering himself 



with his wolf pelt. “And stay out of the shadows.”

 “Aye,” the group of rugged miners said and went outside one by one.  

They dug into the snow-covered rocks and picked up anything they could
find. One of the men, a youngster named Ehmil, found a broken plank and
hurried back inside and left it in the storage pile.

“Anything you can find will help us through the winter. As long as these
Horroks are stalking us we will be stuck here until the sun rises again.” Martin
said, loud enough that he was certain they all heard. That might be a while,
he thought.

The wind had started to blow bits of snow into his face and he turned to face
the sun and get the wind in his back. The sun was almost in the south already
and at the highest it would be today. Still only barely above the
mountaintops. They need to move faster. 

“Pick up your pace,” he demanded. “It is the last day before winter. The
darkness will be upon us and we will not see the sun for a full-moon or two.
Anything we can salvage today might be the difference between our deaths
or our survival.”

 “I found a sword,” Ehmil called out holding out a rusty blade he found in the
snow. 

 “Now you can protect us from the Stone Trolls lad,” Ruar, one of the older
men, teased. The rest of the men started laughing.

“Stop this messing around. The Horroks can not be killed with swords,”
Martin interrupted. “And if you do not pick up your pace and work you will
soon find out! Once the sun has set and darkness is upon us we will not be
able to exit the mine before spring.” He looked towards the sun again. It felt
like everytime he looked away the sun raced across the horizon. Southwest
already, he thought. Sunset was approaching.

The men had worked with haste and found a few more useful items. Ehmil 



lfound another couple of planks and Martin found a pickaxe, still in good
shape. The other men had found some pieces of cloth and brought it inside
with the other stuff. Ruar came running to the entrance in excitement.

 “I found some flint we can use to make fires,” he said with a smile and
dropped a handful of stones in the pile. As he came back outside Martin
approached him. 

 “Where did you find this?” he asked Ruar. 

 “Over there by that large boulder,” Ruar said.  

“That is excellent. Bring us some more, but hurry. The sun will set very soon.” 
“Yes Martin,” he said and ran over to the boulder and started digging through
the snow. His hands were red from the cold but he kept on searching.

“It should be more here somewhere,” he said.

Martin looked at the sun again and saw the bottom half of it beneath the
mountaintops in the west.

“Come back Ruar, the sun is setting rapily. You are out of time,” he called to
him. 

“Yes I just need to look over here,” Ruar said and went around the large
boulder to where the sun did not reach. As the shadow embraced him a
small boulder beneath started to move, uncovering golden eyes. It lunged
towards him like a predator and pushed him towards the ground with force.
It extended its hard rock-like arms and grabbed hold of Ruar. The sound of
rocks smashing together came from within the Horrok as it opened its
mouth.

“Everyone get back inside the mine!” Martin shouted. They all ran towards the
entrance.  

“Stone Troll,” Ehmil whined and started for the mine. In his effort to make
haste he slipped and fell but got up again quick.



“HELP ME!” Ruar screamed from the Horroks grasp, but it was too late. The
Horrok attacked him with its hard face of stone and split Ruars head open
like soft fruit from the south. Blood colored the snow dark red. The Horrok
turned towards Martin and glared at him. He came towards him to attack and
jumped from the shadow into the sunlight. As soon as the sun touched him
he turned to stone and fell down into the snow with a thump.

Martin ran towards the entrance and untied the ropes making the heavy
wooden door shut behind him. Through a small hole he could see the
ground outside darken as the sun left them for the winter. And as the world
darkened he could see the Horrok that attacked them once again wake up.
And then as he saw the shapes of at least another dusin rocks begin to
move. They are so many, and we were standing on top of them all this time.
the sun disappeared completely and he could see no more.

Ehmil lit a torch inside the mine and went through the pile of what they had
scavenged.  

“Will this be enough to last us through the winter?” he asked. 

“We have fresh water inside the cave and enough food for a year. And from
what we salvaged the last days we should have firewood to keep us warm
until spring.”

 “And what about the Horroks?” Ehmil said shaking, either from the cold or
from fear. “Ruar just got got mauled by what looked like a small one, how will
we survive if they all decide to attack?”

   “All we can do now is hope they are too stupid to realize we are behind a
wooden door.” Martin smiled and sat down on the ground. He used the
already lit torch to start a fire. “I think we will be safe here. Horroks do not
need to eat to survive and will not go looking for us. So as long as we stay
quiet we will be fine. The only reason they attack is because they are
territorial. We have been walking on top of them for days.”

“So all we can do is wait?”



“Yes Ehmil,” Martin said rubbing his hands together in front of the fire. “Wait
for sunshine and dream of spring,”

Map of Northern Ruunmark

More stories of Ruunmark and the other

countries of Batara can be found at

www.robinkrosby.com/



History Village Excerpt
Upcoming book by joanna elliot

“Josh suddenly appeared in Ally’s doorway looking extremely depressed.

“So, I gather you lost?” Ally asked him gently.

“I got annihilated! Anyway, I was actually thinking about something else. Ally,
did you know that Syria has, like, the oldest living civilisation in
the world?”

“I thought Syria was mostly destroyed now, with all the bombing and
stuff?” Ally replied.

“That’s what I was thinking. The thing is, I’ve got to do this essay on
Syria…”

“Sorry, Josh. I can’t help you. I literally know NOTHING about it.
Why don’t you just Google what you need?”

“I tried that already. It didn’t work. I was actually thinking that if
Syria is that old, perhaps we could, you know, just go back and visit it…
before all this war stuff happened?”

Ally shut her laptop and stared back at her brother.

“Josh, are you saying what I think you’re saying?”

“I really need to see it for myself. And I can’t go alone. Please Ally?”

“Listen, I don’t think we should travel back in time just so you can
write some stupid essay. Besides, how would we ask for that? Remember,
it’s not about getting stuff for us. Our request has got to be about bringing
glory to Him!”



““I know that.”

“Well, then, how is travelling to Syria about Him?”

“Well, my teacher wants to know what I think about this war, and if the
fighting was justified.”

“Yeah. So?”

“Well, I looked up the word ‘justified’ and it actually comes from the word
‘just.’ It got me thinking… If we pray for justice for the Syrian people and
report back about what’s true about the place, then maybe we are giving
glory to God!”

Ally wasn’t sure she was following Josh’s reasoning. Besides, she had enough
of her own problems to worry about. Added to that, she had literally just
made plans with Bella and Maddie to go shopping this weekend.

“What about Brendan?” she asked, trying to create some “thinking” time.

“What about me?” Brendan’s voice suddenly rang out as he pounded up the
staircase. “Hey! Look at this,” he said as he squeezed past Josh. “I can carry a
whole apple in my mouth without using my hands!” Brendan bit into his
green apple to demonstrate his amazing new skills.

“That’s pretty cool, Brendan. Listen, we were just wondering if we should take
another trip, you know, to a faraway place?” Josh asked.

Brendan took the Granny Smith out of his mouth and licked the juices that
were running down his chin.

“Well, I’ve got ‘Investigations’ to do tomorrow… but then there’s ‘Painting’ on
Friday. That’s BORING!” he said scrunching his nose.



Brendan had started Prep at school and seemed to be enjoying peering
through microscopes and discovering what things looked like, from up close.
He seemed far less interested in painting and art class.

“Do you think we’ll see Rahab again?” he asked. “Oh, I miss Imma and Av too!
Where are we going to this time? Will the people there be nice?”

Ally sighed loudly, before taking Brendan’s free hand and forcing him to sit
down and listen.

“Well, I think we’re going to a place called Syria. And you don’t need to worry
about the people there. God will make sure that we find some nice people to
stay with, like we always do. He’ll keep us safe,” she reassured him, as
Brendan continued to chew on the rest of his apple.

“OK, then!” Brendan agreed happily.

Ally looked back at Josh and the two of them just cracked up, laughing. Things
were always simpler for Brendan. (He trusted practically everything they told
him.)

“ALLY! I’m not going to ask again!” her mother screamed.

Ally scrunched her brow trying her best to ignore her step-mum’s “request”.

“We could, like, leave right now?” Ally suggested, raising one eyebrow.

“Shouldn’t we kiss Mummy ‘goodbye’? I also need to get my schoolbag!”
Brendan said, jumping off the bed.

Ally quickly grabbed Brendan before he had a chance to escape.

“Brendan, if we go downstairs now, we’ll never be able to get away! And don’t
worry about food. Remember how much food there was last time?” Ally
reminded him.



“Hey, yeah!” Brendan grinned. “Who’s going to pra-yee?” he asked, as Ally
ducked her head under the bed looking for her handbag.

“I can do it,” Josh volunteered.

Ally took a moment to unzip the bag’s pocket and peer inside, and seemed
satisfied that it contained everything she might need for the trip.

Josh waited until she and Brendan had shut their eyes. He then took a deep
breath and began:

“Hi God. Ally, Brendan and I would like to ask you to transport us back to
SYRIA. The thing is, I need to find out what’s true about Syria so that I can give
my own opinion for this essay. I actually need to write about whether the war
was justified or not. Remember how you said that we could ask for anything
in Jesus’ name, and you promised to do it if it brings glory to you? I’m pretty
sure you’ll answer this prayer coz I’m asking for justice for Syria, and I know
that you’re always just and fair. So I figure this trip will bring you glory.
Anyway, I really do hope you agree with that…
Oh, and we’re asking in Jesus’ name!”

As Ally listened to Josh, she wondered whether a trip to Syria could help her
solve her own problems. Even though she knew that careers in the “olden
days” were completely different to today’s jobs, Ally had a niggling feeling that
God could do way more for her than she dared ask or even imagine…

excerpt from upcoming novel: history village - time

to shine by joanna elliot



laura mae excerpt

Laura Mae is a fantasy author, gamer and designer,

whose books include Fliers, Sparrows and Vultures.

She also hosts interviews with other indie authors on

her Instagram.

Seven year old Sydona jumped out of her blue and pink covers and ran
downstairs, through the kitchen, the back porch, and all the way to the
biggest tree in their backyard. Peering inside the center hole in the tree, she
saw a big crowd of fairies gathered around one female fairy with a rounded
tummy. She lay on top of a block of carved wood with flowers blanketing it.
Sydona grinned as she rested her chin on her folded hands over the wooden
hole.

“Is it happening already?” her mother's voice asked softly behind her.

Sydona nodded her head excitedly. “I hope it’s a boy!”

The pregnant fairy took notice of Sydona and smiled through her labor pains.

“Why do you want it to be a boy?” Evelyn squatted down next to her, and they
took turns witnessing the miracle.

“Because I already have a name picked out!” Sydona said.

Evelyn laughed. “Sweetie, I think Cherish would like to name her own baby.”
She caressed Sydona’s short blonde hair.

Just then, everyone gathered even closer to Cherish. Several minutes later,
the midwife with white and indigo wings swaddled a tiny baby in a soft blue
cloth that looked as if it was made from a scrap of Sydona’s baby blanket. It 



wasn’t any bigger than her thumbnail.

Sydona could barely sit still in her anticipation. “Well?”

Cherish was handed the baby and answered, “He’s a boy.”

“I knew it!” Sydona hugged her mom.

The crowd parted in order to give Sydona a good look at him.

“He’s so small…” she whispered in awe.

“And he’s yours once you turn eight,” Evelyn said.

“I can’t wait!” She focused on the tiny fairy baby with a full head of brown hair
and tiny red wings that popped over the blue blanket. “We’re going to have
the bestest adventures ever, Raoul!”"

Instagram: @misslaura_mae

Facebook: Laura Mae Author

Twitter: @MissLaura_Mae

www.lauramaeauthor.com
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The great, crime riddled city of Runnary Vil is in the midst
of a harsh, ruthless winter. A young man’s wealthy father is

brutally murdered, leaving him helpless on the streets.
That is, until he encounters two mischievous women

Sabriana and Bella, with their own secrets to hide. The tale
of the Blind Man’s music box triggers a chain of events,

leading the trio down a deadly path of betrayal and skewed
morality with a grand price to pay.

Available on Amazon and Kindle
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Problems with writing

fantasy By Alexandra Killworth

My fifth book is 'Blind Man's Song', a historical low/dark
fantasy about a trio of characters looking for a magical
music box in a Victorian-esque world. That was my first
time writing in the fantasy genre and I could definitely

feel it, as I had to stop and rewrite a lot of the story. No
matter what sub genre of fantasy you choose, there's
issues with the genre as a whole that may need to be

addressed, and here's what they are.

1- Exposition

In most fantasy worlds, the
world you are describing is
usually different to our own
world. Whether it’s on a
completely different planet, or
just a different version of Earth
with different climates and
countries, there will be a lot of
differences. No one except you
knows all of the details of this
world, so it’s your job, as a
writer, to convey the new
cultures, laws, climates,
landscapes, etc. However, this
isn’t as easy as it seems. 

In many fantasy novels, I have
come across pages upon pages
upon pages of pure exposition.
You’ll see it a lot in films too, but
in books it’s sometimes worse.
The saying “Show, don’t tell”
applies here. Be very careful with
how you explain and show this
new world, find creative ways
around it.

2- defining the sub genre

I‘Fantasy’ is an incredibly vague
genre to label your book, if you’re
trying to sell it.Which is why it’s
important to look into all of the 



sub-genres of fantasy, such as
medieval fantasy, supernatural
fantasy, low fantasy, and so on.
This makes it much easier to
define to a potential audience, who
probably don’t know anything
about your book if you simply
define it as ‘fantasy’. 

3- Getting your book noticed

It’s fairly obvious that fantasy books
are very, very popular. There are
thousands upon thousands of
fantasy novels and series out there,
both in book stores and online.
Some are always recognisable even if
you don’t read them, such as George
RR Martin. As a result, some people
often think they have a guaranteed
audience and will have no trouble
selling their book. It’s not that easy
though. In fact, due to the sheer
volume of fantasy novels out there, it
can be incredibly difficult to have
your own book actually be noticed
and sell well amongst the millions
out there.

4- Relatable characters

This might not be a problem for
some writers, and might not be a
priority for some readers, but
many do enjoy reading characters 

that they can relate to. Perhaps not
on a really personal level, but it’s still
important for a lot of readers to have
characters that may experience
things they have themselves. In
some fantasy, however, this can be
tricky to implement. When you have
a character based in a completely
different fantasy world, witnessing
and going through different and
unusual events, the reader may be
unable to relate to that character,
which can damage the emotional
effectiveness of the story.

5- CONTINUITY ERRORS

This one applies especially to
fantasy worlds with lots of rules,
species, classes, magic, etc and
higher fantasy. If you have made
up a lot of aspects to your fantasy
world, you need to keep up your
continuity. These errors are
surprisingly easy to find and once
revealed, can really ruin the effect
of the story. Write everything
down separately to make sure
you don’t lose track of anything
and be sure to double check your
writing and your own rules.



About gormless
By harrie wiliams

Gormless was released in January 2020. It follows a young girl, Kitt, in an
apocalyptic world of Gormless - mutated humans who feel nothing but a

severe hunger for human flesh. They wander aimlessly, trapped unknowingly
in cycles from their previous lives. 

Kitt desperately tries to hold her make shift family together in light of tragedy
and loss. Then the unbelievable happens, she gets bitten by a Gormless, a

Gormless that speaks to her, and she doesn't mutate. There is a possibility of
immunity, a hope of recovery for the planet. 

Until she wakes up dead. 

Kitt is a new breed of gormless, a breed that is sentient, conscious, feeling.
She must learn to survive in her new body, and stay in control of the hunger

that soon becomes unbearable. 

Gormless explores the themes of companionship, loss, ethics, and holding
control of ourselves over our most primal instincts. I first started writing it

years ago, without any plan other than the question "what would happen if
zombies still felt things?" This spontaneous writing method resulted in a lot of

editing and re-writing. But from this single concept developed the idea of
human resilience in the face of adversity. I asked myself a lot of hypothetical

questions:
1) How would people react if someone they loved because a living corpse?

Would they still love them? Or would they turn them away? 
2) What lengths would people go for power? 

3) If zombies were sentient, would they feel guilt? Remorse? Would they
remember their past lives? 

Asking these questions gave me the opportunity to really explore human
nature in dire situations.



"Everyone had already decided what I was and who I was. I realised I had
simply accepted it."

The world descended into chaos when the man-made infection broke
out. Eight years later, survivors exist in an apocalyptic world, ruled by the

mindless Gormless. Kitt has spent most of her life at the Sanctuary,
following the rules of dreary existence based on primal survival. But then

there is the possibility of Immunity. Of a cure. Of a life without fear.
As her already uncertain world enters the world of volatile

unpredictability, Kitt attempts to keep her family safe from the Gormless
and the imminent threat from the city.

She just has to stay in control.

Available on Amazon and Kindle
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Jessica Cantwell -
Author Interview

Jessica Cantwell is the author of the YA fantasy

novels, the Realm Saga. Alongside writing, she enjoys

reading, art and baking.

1- How did you come up with the

realm saga?

I came up with the idea for The
Realm Saga in 2009. My children
were little at the time and our
imaginations ran wild as we played
together. I had just finished writing
a screenplay which was an
animated children’s film and
thought it would be fun to try a
young adult fantasy manuscript. Lily
Monroe’s looks were actually
inspired by my daughter’s
Christmas Barbie!

2- How long does it take for you

to finish a book?

Books 1 & 2 came together fairly
quickly. I had a lot of down time
when the kids were napping or at
school. In 2014 I was diagnosed
with Multiple Sclerosis so Book 3 

was put on pause for 6 years so I
could focus on my health. During the
pandemic I dove right back in and I
am now devoting a lot of time to
finishing the series. I hope to have the
final book ready for a 2021 release.

3- What do you love the most about

writing ya fantasy?

The one thing I love most about
writing fantasy is having the ability to
develop my own magical world. I have
also created several new mythical
beasts in the series. Writing for a
Young Adult audience allows me to
introduce characters that the
audience can identify with. They grow
and mature with the audience.  I think
the one thing you will learn from
reading The Realm Saga is that you’re
never to old to enjoy a YA read!



4- What do you dislike most

about writing ya fantasy?

The one thing I dislike most about
writing fantasy is the Save The Cat,
double mumbo-jumbo theory. Double
mumbo-jumbo means that the script
is asking the audience to believe in
more than one fantastical premise.  It’s
important to make sure your story is
believable. If you add in too much the
audience is going to call it a bunch of
bull.

5- What do you think YA

fantasy, as a genre, is lacking?

I can’t quite put my finger on what YA
Fantasy genre is lacking. I have noticed
that the market is over-saturated with
Vampire stories. Though,  I do love a
good Vampire read! I think any new
and unusual concept would be a nice
addition to the genre.  The Realm Saga
accomplishes that.

6- What's the hardest part of

working in the fantasy genre?

Other than the double mumbo-
jumbo, I don’t think Fantasy is difficult to
write. With a good imagination the
possibilities are endless!

7- What inspires you to write

fantasy?

I write all genres of stories. I’m particularly
drawn to fantasy because it is a magical
escape from every-day life. My husband
and two beautiful children are my
inspiration for everything I do. They are
the most supportive cheerleaders a
person can have. They remind me that I
can successfully accomplish anything I
put my mind to.

8- What advice would you give to

aspiring fantasy writers?

It’s not easy being an Indie Author. My
advice is to ask yourself, who do you
write for? If the answer is “yourself,” then
you are doing the right thing! You can’t
please everyone. If your writing brings
you peace, if it makes you proud, if you
feel creative and happy then you should
continue doing what you love. Keep
being you - because that is what truly
matters most, the rest will fall into place.



Alice ivinya -
Author Interview
Alice Ivinya, based in the UK, writes Christian fiction

and YA fantasy alongside being a mother and vet.

1- What inspired you to write

your novels?

I have always been a fantasy fanatic
and grew up with my head in the
clouds, seeing dragons on the school
rooftops and trying to teach myself
elvish. I loved reading and would
devour the classic epics such as Robert
Jordan, Brandon Sanderson and
George RR Martin (before he was cool.) 

Since my mind is frequently occupying
fantastical worlds, this is naturally what I
chose to write. I write young adult
fantasy as this suits my writing style
since it is normally fast paced with
tighter plots than the more indulgent
epic fantasy. I’ve also wanted to keep
my work clean.

2-  What's the hardest part of

writing fantasy fiction?

I think the hardest part of
writing fantasy fiction is thinking 

up all the plot holes. When you have
complicated world building and magic
system, it can be hard to think of all the
possibilities. It’s very easy to have
somebody go, “Why didn’t the giant
eagles fly Frodo and Sam all the way to
Mordor,” style of question just after
you’ve hit publish! (And, yes, I know, the
nazguls.)

3- What do you think fantasy is

lacking?

I still think fantasy fiction is lacking
diversity, though it is slowly improving.
Main characters are often white able-
body males. Epic fantasy is very male
author dominated. YA fantasy however
has had a massive influx of very
successful female authors in the last
ten years and so we are getting our
kick-ass heroines, but they are still
normally white and able-bodied and
not ticking many minority boxes. 

I



In my writing I try and have interesting
heroines and heroes that have
characteristics not often given to the
protagonists. For example, “The Fox
and the Train” (pen name Alice Gent)
has an autistic hero. “The Flawed
Princess” (pen name Alice Ivinya) has a
heroine with a club foot (and yes she is
still kick-ass). I am currently writing a
Pied Piper retelling, “Silent Melody”
where my main character is deaf. This
has been a real eye opener for me,
and I was shocked to find how few
fiction books there are in any genre
with a deaf main character.

4- Do you believe it's important

to have varied representation

in ya fiction?

I think it is so important to have varied
representation in YA fiction. Otherwise
we’re silently telling groups of people
that these books aren’t for you, that
adventure and becoming strong and
capable are only for people of a certain
type. In fantasy, in particular, where you
can make worlds any way you wish,
there really is no excuse for lacking
diversity. I remember the reaction of
one child who used a wheelchair when
they first found a story where the
protagonist also used a wheelchair. 

They were so excited and couldn’t wait
to read it. It was then I realised how
much this mattered.

Brandon Sanderson’s “Stormlight
Archive” is brilliant for representation.
Not only are most of the main
characters POC, but the coolest ones
all have severe mental health
conditions. I’ve been amazed by how
empowered many of his readers have
been by this books, many even
tattooing sentences to their bodies!

5- Which is more important,

characters or story?

I think currently in most popular YA
fantasy the characters are more
developed than the plot, especially the
books with a strong romance theme.
When I think about “Twilight”, I can
remember all sorts of things about
Edward, Jacob and Bella, but not really
anything that happens! Again, with the
more recent “The Cruel Prince” trilogy
(which I loved), it was all about the
characters. (And the wonderful world
they live in, but I often see the world as
a ‘character’ in itself.) And what amazing
characters they are. Readers now
expect to be right in the characters
heads and fall in love with them!



6- wHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO

ASPIRING FANTASY WRITERS?

My advice to writers who want to write
fantasy is to read loads in your
subgenre and keep writing. Never give
up! Get as many people to read it who
normally read fantasy. Also start simple
and master simple concepts in shorter
books before your epic 12 book
masterpiece!

7- HOW IS YA FANTASY DIFFERENT TO

REGULAR FANTASY?

YA fantasy tends to be shorter than
regular/ epic fantasy books, normally
coming under 150k words. They are
normally fast paced, full of extreme
situations and lots of feels! The
protagonist is normally between 15-19
years old. They frequently have simpler
plots, less characters and only one or
two POV.

8- wHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE SUB GENRE

OF FANTASY?

That’s a very hard question! I love many
subgenres of fantasy. When I was little I
loved portal fantasies because I so
wanted to discover a door to another
world myself!

I think epic and YA are probably my
favourite now, especially when they’re
high fantasy, but I also love good PNR
(paranormal romance). I am also really
looking forward to reading middle
grade fantasy to my son when he’s
older.



Blood of kaos-

fantasy to me is...
By nesa miller

Fantasy has become a constant perspective for me. Rather than focus on
whatever I’m supposed to focus on, my thoughts usually gravitate toward my

story. Where should it go? What twists would make sense? Have I missed
anything? Does it need new characters, or can I manipulate the ones my

readers already know and love? It is a delicious situation to be in...and
frustrating. Did I mention it never stops?

My Blood of Kaos Series is a mix of several facets of fantasy - along with a few
other genres. It is a story about Etain, a girl who is born into a regular human

family and lives a normal life, or what is normal for her. If you grew up with
rather unusual characters coming and going from your father’s home office
at all hours of the day, it would be normal for you, too. Not to mention the
stories said father would tell you at night about the Alamir, supernatural

humans from a dimension a hair’s breadth away from your own. Heroes who
protected your world from monsters, demons, and worse. All too real in the

darkness.

But the light of day relegated those tales back to the realm of fantasy.

At an early age, Etain’s parents came to recognize her abilities as an empath.
When her father met with a shady acquaintance, her mother would scoop

her into her arms and make an ‘unexpected’ intrusion into the meeting.
Always with the excuse that she wasn’t aware he had a visitor, of course. If
Etain smiled, they were golden. Anything less, and they were never seen

again.

Life was good. A typical middle-class family living a typical middle-class life.
Until the night a red-eyed assassin destroyed everything.



Fourteen-year-old Etain had to run for her life. Within hours, she learned
first-hand the stories her father told her as a child were not fabrications. They

were instructions on how to survive her destiny.
Her Alamir destiny.

Here’s what a few readers have said -

I love it when you read a book unlike any other you have read before, this one for
me was just that. Such a unique story I couldn’t put it down...

A thoroughly enjoyable fantasy with plenty of original and unexpected aspects. I
would recommend it to fans of supernatural stories with tight, messy family

relationships.

I was hooked from the beginning and couldn’t turn the pages fast enough. I had to
know what happens next.

This paranormal, mystery, thriller, and romance will have you turning the page as
fast as your fingers can flick them. Dar and Etain are some loveable characters who

you become fully engrossed into. Dar is an interesting character. Very strong and
very independent, Etain is by far my favorite.

To date, there are four in the series – Alamir, DreamReaper, Flesh
and Bone, and Taboo - available

on Amazon, Barnes & Nobles, Kobo, and Smashwords.



The Awakening tarot

deck - Charlie callisto

Together with the amazing Josh and Diane from

Spirit Sanctuary, we've created a deck of tarot cards

called The Awakening Tarot Deck. And I (Charlie

Callisto) have been lucky enough to illustrate them!

In total, there's 44 cards, and they are all watercolour

illustrations. In the deck, there are the 22 Major

Arcana, and 22 Action Cards.

They're made to be easily readable, with the names of

the card on a banner. There aren't many cards out

there that are accessible to both new and

experienced readers, so this is what we've strived to

create.

They are currently up for preorder on eventbrite.com

and you can find the link on my website in the tarot

card page (dashiedraws.com)





thank you!

Thank you once again to all of the amazing writers and
artists that contributed to this month's issue, which was

incredibly fun to put together! The artists are super
talented and there's a real range of writers in this

edition, so I hope you have found some new talent to
follow on social media.

Next issue will be focused on Horror, so if you're
someone who draws or writes anything within the
horror genre and would like to be included in next

month's issue, you can contact me via my website or
social media for more information!

Everyone who contributed is listed on the next few
pages so check everyone out, and once again, thank you

for reading!



Alexandra Killworth - author

Insta: @alexandra_killworth
Twitter: @alex_killworth
www.alexandrakillworth.home.blog

Robin krosby (batara stories)

Insta: @batarastories
www.robinkrosby.com

Joanna Elliot - Author

Insta: @joelliottauthor

Laura Mae - Author

Insta: @misslaura_mae
Twitter: @MissLaura_Mae

www.lauramaeauthor.com



jessica cantwell - author

Insta: @jessicacantwellauthor
Twitter: @JessicaCantwellAuthor
www.jessicacantwellbooks.com

Alice ivinya - author

Insta: @alicegentauthor
Facebook: Alice Gent - Author

Harrie Williams - Author

Insta: @harriewilliamsauthor

anna - artist

Insta: @hariina_r
Twitter: @HariinaR



Lukas Thelin - artist

Insta: @lukas_thelin
www.drivethrurpg.com

Madyaxx - Artist

Insta: @madyaxx

Charlie Callisto - artist

Insta: @dashiedraws_
www.dashiedraws.com

Nesa miller- author

Insta: @bloodofkaos
www.ladyofkaos.com


